Cold Weather Hood System
How to fit - Universal Fleece Liner to all helmets including Centurion Reflex helmet:

Step 1: Firstly, separate the top of the liner from the
bottom/sides by releasing the velcro tabs.

Step 3: Finally, attach the four velcro tabs that are on each
side of the central cradle strap (two each side of the helmet),
so that the top and bottom parts of the liner are attached
together. The liner can be tucked behind the four headband
retainer tabs for neatness, whilst allowing the headband to
be adjusted.

Step 2: Then while holding the top section, ensuring that
the Centurion logo is facing outwards and at the back of the
helmet, insert the top section into the helmet, between the
back two cradle straps and the shell. With the top section
under the three cradle straps, position the bottom/sides
so that it sits around the outside of the headband.

Step 4: If Frost Cape required, zip the Cape to the Liner.

An alternative method of fitting the Fleece Liner to helmets excluding Reflex:

Step 1: Firstly remove the Cradle Headband Assembly.
To do this, carefully push the six White kit brackets (held at
the end of the webbing) out of the helmet shell.

Step 2: Then feed the kit brackets carefully through the six
spaces between the velcro tabs in the Fleece Liner. Ensure
that the two kit brackets at the front of the headband go
through the two holes at the front of the Fleece Liner
(where there is no zip) and that the two kit brackets at the
rear (by the headband strap) go through the two rear holes
of the Fleece Liner (the deepest part of the Fleece Liner).

Step 3: Once the six kit brackets have been inserted through
the six spaces in the Fleece Liner, the whole assembly needs
to be reinserted into the helmet shell. Position the kit brackets
above the correct holes in the helmet shell and then carefully
Step 4: If Frost Cape required, zip the Cape to the Liner.
push the kit brackets into the holes until firmly in place.
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